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NEXT WEEK
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PADUCAH NORTHERN FEDERAL INQUIRY
TOBACCO TRUST
ELECTS OFFICERS
NEXT TUESDAY
AT MEETING TODAY

BEM OR STATE PROHIBITON
IS STRAIGHT TIP FROM FRANKFORT

EMIGRATION
IS PROHIBITED BY
IMPERIAL ORDER

LITTLE CHILD
FALLS IN FIRE
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TOBACCO MARKET
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gicirts - lace Sresse;:i •

,Viiesdazi and Wednesdaq
We have arranged with Mrs. F. M. Ferriman
for our Annual Dress Maker's Sale. At the exceptional prices of: Coat Suits $6.00; separate Skirts
$3.00; Silk Suits; and Lace Dresses, $6.00; goods
to be bought of us Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan.
28 and 29; same to be made any way you desire.
Same workmanship as were you paying regular
price of making. $15 for Suits:, $8.50 for Skirts.
The entire conditions of this 8,4e are as follows;
Materials to be bought -Tuesday and Wednesday. Silks of
$1.50 talue or over; Cloths $1.50 or over; Nets and Lace Material, $1.50 over. All trimmings, findings, eta., to be bought
This is truly an exceptional offer and as 'twill be imof us.
possible to make over fifty dresses in this Sale you should get
your order in early during these two days.

'NURSES LOWY
FOR

ProvIlles lbr *Examhiaticw alhd
tredve of Trained Nureee Practicing le state.

deleIvreaktort, Ky., Jan.
gation of attractive nurses is here
"lobby-1,0g" for the enactment into law
of the Campbell /ell providing for the
examination and registration of mime
The nexus compose the legislative
committee of the State Association of
Graduate Nurses.
They are Miss
Mary Jett, of this city; Miss Annie E.
Reoe. of Louisville, and Mrs. T. J.
Telford. of Louisville. They proved
Powerful workers for their bill and
believe that it will-pass when it comes
up in the senate. Many of the members agree that the bill is a nieritoue
one and should pass,
Dr. 2. N. McCormsalle-geeretary of
the state board of healthiAndersee the

amilstmlems

N XT WEEK' Will BE A GALA WEEK AT

Invited

t1
itAtfsld

MODIETA

is

CHALLENGE SALE
Specials
for

—tonight sees the last of the Challemge Sale, and we will wind it up
with a glorious burst of bargains.
Here are four great ones for tonight:
—full yard wide extra soh finished hI-2ched
domestic, 10c value
tonight
—lull yard wide unbleachetklomeetir, extra
soft and heavy quality, 81-3c
value, tonight.
7 1-2c and 81-3 apron ginghain, good quality, tonight Challenge Sale
price._
72x90 full bleached sheets, extra good u
ty, worth 65c, Challenge Sale
special'

.61-8c
61
/
2c

_

_5c

The tables were arranged upstairs
In the League parlors. and were four
In number extending lengthwise of
the double rooms ehere_ feral and
plants were iirraimpseT.—ilic
tables were. attractively decorated with
carnations and ferns. Two taU vases
of red and white carnations and twc
bowie of ferns were effectively arranged on each table. The flowers
were presented by Helm. &Immo!
Bros. and C. L. 131'1114.011 & company.
the florists. Dr Sullivan oecupied
the place of the host at the head of
the table with Mayor Smith on his
right hand and Dr. W. E. Cave, of the
First Prealsyterian church. OD his left.
The dinner was an .laborate and do•
Ilehtful course affair, attract'vet y
served and lasting from 6-30 until 9
o'clock. Toasts wet.. the concluding
feature. Dr. Sullivan acted as toast
master. mak lag an opening opeech.
The first response was b) Mayor
happy little
Smith, who made a
humor. Clever
speech. alive with
speeches were made by the Rev. W.
R. Cave, Rev. David C. Wright. it.v.
William E. Seargala, arr.
iboare; of the sawSaabs, Rev..S.
isters of the city. Dr.. Vernon Blythe
*Poke for the Lames and Mr. John
J. Berry for the press. Mr. Berry
also presented a graceful resolution of
thanks to the Ramsey society. -the
sitilifn.1 and Willing hands that had
served them," which Mr. William C.
beech moved ehould--Isteadopted-wnwnimously. The entire occasion sparkled
with the spirit of good comradesed
and good cheer. There were over Do
guests present.

Smoke was Issuing from the chimneys of the -Whittier" and the Jack
son street buildings this morn.ng, and
preparatiomi' for the pupils' next
serni.ater were- In full blast, Fred
Hoye'', superintendent of buildings.
has the Janitors at work cleaning the
MORE FIRRIGHT MOVING OVER buildings of the rubbish left by the
carpenters, and 11-e is kept in the
ILLINOIS eICNTRAL ROAD.
furnaces to test them thoroughly, and
to dry out the. buildings perfectly.
All the sanitary work on the buildShops .%gain Closed Down Today, ings has been inspected by the saniBut Lots of Work le Ow
tary committee of the school board,
Head.
and it has been accepted. About all
that remains to be done is the placing
of the teachers at the new buildings,
and this will be completed soon by
During this week the yards have
Superiatendent Oarnagey, and the
been crowded more than since busicommittee on the course of study of
ness begun to decline in the ran. Lon(
the board.
freight trains have been on the tracks
at the raion statism, and leaving only
one track for the passenger trains.
Business is picking up, and the meg
expect few more lay offs.
Everything wee quiet this morning about the Illinois Celitral shops.
although an oceattional squad
was Evscrws ITALIANS FROM ILIAseen working on some work that was
MON MINING DISTRACT.
needed in haste. Today Mere have
been more men working than any of
the other days during the eh-letdown.
The demand is greater, and In all deBush. 111. Yen. 26.—Though a clash
partments but the car departments a has not )et occurred between the
number of men were working. The several hundred Italian miners and
round house was the busiest spot the authorities, there remains great
about the shops, and several of the danger and the situation today is
big engines were ready to leave.
being closely watched.
The woods are full of hunters
The Western Coal NUM n g company
day, and the bang of guns was heard revoked Its order and Will not atin the fields too
Many of tbe shop- tempt to evict Italians from company
men are good nimrods. and every Sat- houses unlit the excitement hac
urday sins the shutdown, they have somewhat subtitled.
shouldered' their guns and started afAmerican onion Airier, have reter rabita. S B. Wilitner, Witliam fused to displace the Italians. It is
Morgan, John Ford and James 'Mord said.
and others went up on the Fulton arThe affair has taken on more qf
oomodation this morning. Others will the aspwe. of a race war than before
be is the fields around Pschweb until Arms are twing kept handy On both
late this afternoon.'
sides.
The Southkrn Illinois operators
MUNI CAUSE ISEADACRIE
meeting
II Carbondale. Saturdst
LAXATIVE) BROMO
re- practically means a shut down of al
moves the muse. reed the world mines south of Springfield
Notices
over to Cure a Cold in One Day. E. railing the meeting Were went out toW Grove's signature on box. 2fic.
day by J. D. Pe5etp.,_g1,. Herrin.
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SPECIAL SALES EVERY DAY
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11aa Om WINS Mho—SW remakes

From

at

9 to 10 a. m.

3 to 4 p.

FOR ONE HOUR ONLY Monday morning at 9 o'clock starts a series of
speciO sales which will continue.every day during
the coming week, from 9 to 10 o'clock in the morning, on the main floor of our building, and from 3to
4 p. m. in "THE BOYS' SHOP" there will be
placed on sale for ONE HOUR ONLY, some of
the greatest values it has ever been your good fortune to take advantage of.
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For One Hour Only.

my

%De%

Choice of sixty-five dozen 50c, 75c
and $1.00 Tics, from 9 to 10 a. m.,
not more than two ties to each customer,

BUSINESS IMPROVES

'hie Sendai Sele—lee
IS,. week.

OUT FIT TERS

,
Delightful in all its appointments
and details was the banqflet last night
iu the parlors of the Broadway Methodist church, given In compliment to
the pastor, the Rev. 0. T. Sullivap. k
was a stag affair, the men mmbe'n rs
91 theAura, the ministers of the
city arid Mayor James P:Smith being
invited to meet Dr. Sullivaa by the
ladles of the ItatnseY PocietY, wto
were the hostesses of the evening,
receiving in the. lecture room downstairs, introducing Dr. Sullivan and
the guests, and later serving the
'tables.

ORDER REVOKED

Tonight

WIC

Bcr(S

114/ST Fleti.

-4wser-virna4eg. see-

WIND-UP OF THE
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Many Happy teasto Chen sad Niayor
sleuth Despond. Io one Charereen-it
.

THE WHITER

i.e. fit

V. 40

(iambi Meet Iii sullivan.

Her nephew,- Perry „Noel, acoompanied her home for a 'short idea bean
with relatives and friends
Attorney John Kennedy and wife,
of Chicago, are visiting his Matey. Mrs.
George Dodd, the hustling Modern
Ellen Daly John is a Metropolis boy
Woodmen represent:Wye, made a who
has met with success as a lawyer
business trip to Centralia this week. In Chicago.
, Miss Lydia Hi:iceman made a pleasErnest Erhardt is moving his famure trip to Paducah Tuesday.
ily to the country, but he will remain
Will Kody arid wife came inhere for the meant.
early part of the week from Rot
MA James Dunn is critically- 111.
variety' owing to the 411ness and death All hopes
of- recovery are gone.
of /gr. Rod y's grandmother. M rs.George Laseiter is again a very
Ilherleh. He will now make his home sick
man. He got up and Leek a
tage. as lie father is old sod nosed& bark
set.
ni
_
Y- The Christian church has engaged
An old soldier named Johnson is
Elder H.-H. Wagner. of Casey, Ill.,
ltere from the soldiers* home at to preach
for thtm this year
Quincy, lfl. Hele MIS tnele John
Frank Wlitaon has gone to Arkaa.
Woothrard .ia critically ill and all ma
to look for work.
hopes of recovery are gone.
-City C:serk Ed Compton made a
There is a protracted meeting being busleess tne to Paducah
the middle
held at the Baptist church by Rev, of the week.
Oglesby, of Kentucky.
There is quite- a lot of sickness bere
Sheri* Robert Lyton has returned now.
from Pontiac, where be had been to
Marriage Linemen lamed.
take Ed Mann.
James Lynch and Line Leay. W S. TODAY REING PREPARED FOB
• Willis Gurley. who is now In the Modelln and Fannie
NEXT SEMESTER.
NVilliamson„, Versaloon business in Paducah, is at nor l'ttur and M-yrtle
Mcileace. C. M.
onus this week.
ithlarde and Lizzie Ford.
George Trai: has been to Brookport this week loading Tumbcr.
-11LOIIIKVIUMWe TO 14 Died Beikiing Ham Beset beepeeted met Receitcel ited T,-a.- Is'r't to Re
Mrs Ailtteote of Elm :Metropolis. Putr-00rritiorr
I. insessIood to
Moved New.
has returned from a visit in tit Louts. cure any
cam of ItchlAg.allid. Weeding at Protraillag PEW, la
•••
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No sales at this price after 10 a. m.
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Shirt WaistsandBlouses

t, k
Atte

Rio

S.

For Ono Hour Only
From 3 to 4 o'clock Monday afternoon,
choice of our entire stock of 50c, 75c and
$1.00 Shirt Waist. and Blouses, not more
than two to each customer, for

33 cents
No sales

at this price after 4 p. m.

The Green Tag Sale Will Continue in
All Other Departments
Runicmhcr that you can have' pick and ( hui«. of iii
or Okcr«)at Ill tilt 11(DISC---( 1001114Z that sold lip $
to i60.0), for

Sint

CUT PRICES STRICTLY CASH.

FOLLOW THE

CROWD

•
•
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8 4 pleasant affair.
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Use
retr.
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Were
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'served.
a
as
well
WY d4v.oped technique as
Was
his guests were: Me. Med eAetltony aud Cleopatra."
thoroughly mules-el soul and does not gem 4
Morrow's paper oa "Pelispee
Biscieenbach, Mr. and
allow the tartar:one to predominate Mee.
alliteCicere" wan read bre Mies
4eyer, ia-r. and Mrs.
at the cost of the soul. Music Is a A.
Itated• Miss Morrow Is . visiting in
Letsner;
C.
Per
W
Mrs.
sell;
with
Gifted
'mission with Skovgaard.
, of Et. 'Veneta. ow York Cil) Mrs. John Beige gar
a poetic temperament and Intellectual Dorset,. Setirader
The Gibson - Mandolins and Guitars are
Etta Bee.tenbellh. "Current Dvents.Mix,
Ind.;
Emma
personale.v he powesses the rare gifts
Addle
beyond question the wonder of the multitude
of eepth of coniprehension end deli- Elise' --et Graham,
of ChicagOi
Moore,
Samuel
Me
se
mastersuch
With
caey of coloring
of players who use them, QJ all will testify.
n, Charlie Ackerman. •The marriage of Miss Mary Agnes
pieces as the Bretons Concerto, the AtP,, Robertso
and Mr. henry Martin Oliver
Sullivan
See them and read the hinding guivantee, at
Beethoven Kreutzer Sonata and Menwill be solemnized on Tuesday evensecial Occasion for Birthday.
diswon
bas
he
,
: :
s
Concerto
delseohn'
Broadway
y
, -Mr and Mrs. 0. T. Stevenson eater- ing et 8:34) oeeieli at the ktroadwa
tinction of the highest order.
entr
their
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ay evening at
ee
He is the master of the elope Mid train on Wednesd
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Harahan bouleierd in honor street, the hoine•-nt the bride. .. The
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by
d
Wilbe
performe
y-till
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cerepletr
of
Miss
_day
Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
itself to attract many to see andsheer. of theliirth
The house was effectively Rev. G. T. Sullivan. D. D.. the father
were there•no master band to play it liamson.
Broadway )usic House,
boner
IC E. Aniyett,
quiet
a
and
of the bride. It will be
ut with ferns
d
e club beekliter.
Siovg,aard's violin wax made by An- decorate througho
color isedding, to which no formal invita.
gpecial Afen.t.
ntative
The
Represe
ns.
State
earnatio
white
and
pink
Frit Liego Lipp' of tonia's Stradivarius. The varnish
-white was prettily tions have been *seed.
tool ut Painting wilt be as bright and polished as if applied sebeme of perk and
The bride is the e:deat daotebed in the delightful ootirse
by the hands of Its skillful maker but emphasis
were ter of the Rev. and Mrs. G. T. Sulligames
and
Musk
unobeoll.
the
-6-of
iesterday, and yet it is one
the evening. Those van. Mr. Oliver is a prominent young bride's mother, Mrs. Tobias Kettler, trip. They were merited at, Bolena,
oldest, as weireis the most expeesife diversions of
in of Saered Music.
Mr. and Mrs W. E. druggist of Paris, 'Penn., but-who will 321 South Third street. The Rev. Kansas. They are at home to their
were:
ee Musical dub will ret- violins in existence. Stradivarius, present.
Williamson. Miss Kruls, be associated with lir. S. H. Win- William Grohter, of the Lutheran friends at -427 Clark street.
iring attractive program who made the violin in 1712 in mem- Smith, Miss
Miss Rella Coleman, 1623 JefferMisses Mitallielle Epper- stead in his drug store after February churt.h. performed the ceremony. The
;
of
Miehigan
it
meetor); of his deceased. son, retained
lutes at the regular
Minnie let. They will reside in Paducah at attendants were M.as Estelle Kettler son street, left this week for Southern
s,
Hotchkis
Nellie
heimer,
the ree
iday afternoon at the Wo- until his death, but never put string.
and Mr. ,Harry Morris. of Centralia, Texas, where she will spend
Nellie Johnson, Ida Be ton. 109 North Seventh street.
4souse, under the direction on it. His sons, Francesco and Onao- Thixton,
of the winter on a ranch.
mainder
GeralChicago
to
trip
,
a
bridal
After
Morrison
Ill.
Clara Rhodes. Edith
J. Green,
.1 Corbett and Mrs James bono, later mold the violin to Luigi
Mr. Clardy* Dallam, formerly of and other.points the couple will be at She will visit Mr. and „Mrs.
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who, with Secretary of War William
Ora Paducah. and Mks Mary Vertner Cen- home at 321 South Third street.
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orrison.
Edo, "Appassionata" (FA- ellianieff museum, where it remain
Taft, are the owners of the ranch.
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The Great Selling Books of the Day
Every One is Good—All at Cut Prices
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•33c unblescbed 10-4 Shootings
down to Wie a yard all next week
--- Alf other Muslin' and Meetings at

— riyininst—prkei.
A Great Sale of Embroideries.
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

I at 31,4c a..yard.
2 at Sc a yard.
3 ett 7%c a yard.
4 at 10c a yard.
6 at ii cc a yard.
6 at 15c a yard.

$11,00, $12.50. $i3 St', $15.tro and
$18.00.
Greet Sale of charming Waists.
At $1.00. $1.e0, $2•00, $2.2e,
ees30, $L00. e'e.50, $3.75 afnd '4.76.
Furs ere being cleared ott aritiotif
half price.

Beautifta New

Spring

Wool Dress
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make it to sever Interest to'buy here..
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•
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Hand Bags and Belle.
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Department Store
Nee* Third ilisost, Jest Of Broadway.

all t o ors at ZrOe a yard.
of in-potion a comparison Of styles.
quality and prices will he a pleasing
revelation to those who have not
t bought of the" stores clothing deportment and the niternitude of its big
storks. Its the stoi:e where clothing
is said at dry goods prices. WA the
store where you can buy things for
men at real money-saring prices.
Our Shoe Balconies.

ing week. ,

Bargains is Women's Suits, (loses,
Skirts and-faurs. Clever stylish spring
lulls on sale the mining week at $10,$15. $18 and $21.
Meat Aide of New @pedal' Skits.
. At $2.96, $4.75, $6.00, $6,00.
11.114, $4.1., $1.60. $10.00.
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The entire conditions of this 8a,le are as follows:
Materials to be bought Tuesday and Wednesday. Silks of
$1.50 ‘alue or over; Cloths $1.50 or over; Nets and Lace Material, $1.50 over. All trimmings, findings, etc., to be bought
This is truly an exceptional offer and as 'twill be imof us.
possible to make over fifty dresses in this Sale you should get
your order in early during these two days.

Delightful in ail its appointments
and details was the banquet last Right
.n the parlors of the Broadway Methodist church, given in compliment to
the pastor, the itee. G..7. Sullivep. It
was a stag affair, the men members
of Ow church, the ministers of the
city and Mayor James P:Smith 'being
limited to meet Dr. Sullivan by the
ladles of the Ramsey society, lit°
were the hostesses of the evening.
receiving in the lecture room downstairs, introducing Dr. Sullivan' and
the guests, and later serving • the
tables.
The tetries were•atraaawl, upalaiya
In the League parlors:- and were four
in number extending lengthwise of
the double rooms where fend and
calla lily plants were arranged. The
tables were attractively decorated With
carnations and ferns. Two tall vases
of red and white carnations and two
bowie of ferns were effectively arranged on each table. The flowers
were presented by Messrs.Setimaus
Bros. and C.
Brunson & comPan).
the ftorists. De. Sullies& °coupled
U20 Place ofthehost at -the bead of
Ste_ table _With Mayor &filth on his
right hand and Dr. W. E. Case, Of the
First Presbyterial" cburcb, on his left.
The dinner was an elaborate and do
Rightful course affair, attractively
served and lasting from 6:30 until 9
o'clock. Toasts were the concluding
feature. Dr. Sullivan acted as toast
master, making an opening *pooch
The first response was b% Mayor
Smith, who made a happy little
humor. Clever
speech. alive with
sPeoches were made by the Rev.-W.
B. Cave, Rev. David ,C, Wright. Bev.
William Z. Heartitala, Bert...__ G.__•.W.
lke-ilidn.$.
Bantle. Rev.
iaters of the city.. :Dr. Vernon Blythe
spoke for the laymen and Mr. Jahn
J. Berry for the press. Mr. Berry
also presented a graceful resolution of
thank, to the Ittameey society. "di.'
skillful and willing hands that had
served them," which Ar. William C.
Leech moved should be adopted unanimously. The entire es:Tat:ion sparkled
with the spirit of good ountradeelep
and good cheer. There were over Die
guests present.

e.

Her nephew, Perry Noel, accompanied her home for a short visit here
with relatives and friends
Attorne) John Kennedy and wife,
of Chicago, are visiting his sister, Mrs.
George Dodd. the hustling Modern El:en Daly
PASSAGE
OF SENATOR
John is a Metropolis boy
POE
Woodmen representative,. made a who has
CAMPBELL'S BILL. met with zucress as a lawyer
trip to Centralia thee week. In Chicago.
Mite Lydia Hilgeman made a pleasErnest Erhardt is moving his famure trip to Paducah Tuesday%
ily exthe country, but he will remain
SW and wife calm la Abe here
aegis.
fLN ikkilamedeatiee
for the present.
rly part of the week (rem Hot
Wes.of Trebled Name! Prae)174. James Dunn is critically ill.
rin
"
OWIDir to the einem and death All hopes of recovery
*big Ai Stele.
are gone.
•
• se
Kr. , Body's gra nd rooth e r Mrs.George Laseter is again a very
Ilberleh. He will now make his home sick man.
lie got up and took a
bare. as his_ father is old and needs----set.
Traaktert, Ky., Jan. 25.--eA dele- him here.
The Christian church has engaged
gation of attractive nurses IS here
An old soldier named Johnson is Elder
H. H. Wagner. of Casey, Ill.,
here
?rpm the soIdiers' home at to preach
'Itibbytog" for the enactment Into law
for thin' this year.
of the Campbell bill providing for the Quincy, in., He says Uncle John
Frank Witson has gone to Arkaaaialmination and registration of nurses Woodward is critically ill and all gas to look for work.
The lierses compose the legislative hopes of recovery are gone.
City Clerk Ed Cempton made a
There is a protracted meeting being business 'sap to Paducah the middle
OPOUnittee of the State Association Of
Graduate Nurses.
They are Hiss held at the Baptist church by Rev. of the week..
Warr Jett, of this city; Miss Annie E. Oglesby, of Kentucky.
There is quite.a lot of sickneee here
Sheriff Robert Lyton has returned nog.
Rees. of Louisville. and Mrs. T. J.
Telford. of Louisville. They proved from Pontiac, where he had been to
,._ Marriage lAcensies teamed.
perwerful workers ter their bill and take Ed Mann.
•
James 14 mu,and Lora Lefty. W S. TODAY BEING PREPARED Ttrilt
believe that it will-pass when it comes
Willis Gurley,'who Is now in the itodglin and Fannie WtHiamson.
NEXT SE:WATER.
Verap la the senate. Many of the mem- sair.)ou business in Paducah, is at ner Utter and MaTtle
'McKeage. C. M.
bers Agree that the bill io a meritoea
me this week.
Richards and Lizale Fort
en* sad should peas.
titeorge-Trait has beset to Druo
Dr. J. N. McCormack, secretary of pert this week loading lumber.
PILES CURED IN I TO 14 DATIL Building Has Been Inspected and Received and
the state board of health, indorses the
heIrel to He
Mrs Aillison, of East Metropolis. PAZO OINTMENT is
guaranteed to
big,
Plisced Now.
has returned from a visit Inet. Louis. cure any case of
Itching.Blird, Bleeding er Pretruding -Piles -la 4 to le
days or money of ad. lee.
Smoke was(lasedag from the chine
neYs of the "Whittler" and the Jack •
son street buildings thia-morning, and
prepgrations for the
next
seniester were in full blast. Fred
Hoyer, superintendent of buildings.
has the janitors at work cleaning the
NIORE FIIRIGHT MOVING OMR buildings of the rubbish left by the
Carpenters, and fee? is kept in the
ILLINOIS VENTRAL ROAD.
furnaces to test them thoroughly, and
to dry out the buildings perfectly.
All the sanitary work on the buildShops Again Closed Down Today, ings has been inspected by the saniBut Luta of Work Is On
tary committee of the school board.
Heed.
and it has been accepted. About all
that remains to be done is the placing
of the teachers at the new buildings.
and this will he completed. soon
During this week the yards have
Superintendent Carnagey, and the
been crowded more &han since busicommittee on the course of study of
ness began to decline in the fail. Long
the board.
freight trains have been on the tracks
at the Union station, and leaving only
one track for the passenger trains.
Business is picking up, and the men
expect few more lay offs.
Everything was quiet this morning about the Illinois Central shops.
although an occasional squad was
EVICTING ITALIANS FROM ILLIwen working on some work that was
NOIS MINING DISTRICT.
needed th haste. Today there have
been more men working than any of
the other days during the shutdown.
The demand is greater, and in all deBush, III Yen. e6.—Though a clash
partments but the car departments a has not yet occurred between the
number of men were working. The several hundred Italian miners and
round Iroise was the busiest Spot the authorities, there remains great
about the shops, and several of the' danger and the situation today
big engines werelready to leave.
pull wide extra soh finished blPached
me
, being elly
vatehed.
The woods ais full of hunters to- . The Western Coal'Mining company
domestic, 10c value
day, and the bang of guns was heard revoked Its order and will not 51tonight
In the fields too. Many of the shop- ,tempt to evict Italians from company
men are good nimrode. and every Sat- houses until the excitement has
-.fall yard wide unbleacheddomeotic, extra
urday since the shutdown, they have somewhat subsided.
sok and heavy quality, 8 1-3c
shouldered their guns and started afAmerican union Earners have reter rabita. S B. Whittier, William fused to displace the Italians, It Is
value,tonight ._
Morgan, John Ford and James Ford said.
and others went up on the Fulton ace
7 I-2c and 81-3 apron gingham, good gushThe affair has taken on more qf
comodation this morning. Others will the aspects ef a race war than before.
4y,tonight Challenge Sale
be in the fields around Padecab until Arms are being kept bandy on both
price
late this afternoon '
sides.
The Southern Illinois operators'
foil bleached sheets, extra good quali(X11•Dli CAUSE HEADACHE
meeting In Carbondale. Saturday
ty, worth 65e, Challenge Sale
LAXATIVE) BRIAMO QUININE re- tiractically means a shut down of et:
moves the muse. Used the world mines south of Springfield. Notices
apacialt
over to Cute a Ooid
(lee Day. Z. calling the meeting were went out toW. Grove's signatuse es boa. lie.
day by .1, D. Peteeig,iet. Herrin.

IN METROPOLIS
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SPECIAL SALES ROW
From
•

FOR ONE HOUR'
Monday morning at9 o'clock starts
special sales which will continue every
the coming week, from 9 to 10 o'clock in
ihg, on the main floor of our building, an
4 p. m. in "THE BOYS' SHOP" the
placed on sale for ONE HOUR ONLY,I
the greatest values it has ever been your
tune to take advantage of. _

ORDER REVOKED

tonight sees the last of the Challerge Sale, and we will wind it up
with a glorious burst of bargains.
Here are four great ones for tonight:
—tail

5c
44c
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We have arranged with Mrs. F. M. Ferriman
for our Annual Dress Maker's Sale. At the exceptional prices of: Coat Suits $6.00; separate Skirts
$3.00; Silk Suits; And Lace Dresses, $6.00; goods
to be bought of us Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan.
28 and 29; same to be made any way you desire.
Same workmanship as were you paying regular
price of making. $15 for Suits41 $8.50 for Skirts.

A IIMISES LOBBY

N XT WEEK WILL BE A GALA

Methodist Men and Invited
Gaestslliest Dr.Solyvan.
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For One,Hour Only
From 3 to 4 o'clock Monday afternoon,
choice of our entire stock of 50c, 75c and
$1.00 Shirt Waist, and Blouses -not' more
than two to each customee, for

33 cents
No

sales at this prici after 4 p. m.

IC

•

The Green Tag Sale Will Conlin
All Other Departments _
Remember that you can have pick and choice of an
or Overcoat in the house---clothing that sold up$
to $50.00, for.,
.....i•••••••••••.•

CUT PRICES STRICTLY CASH:
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The Last Week of the Greatest Clearance Sale\Ever Known
in
Pa
du
ca
h
Starts at Our Store Mond
ay. Morning at 9 O'clock, Continuing All Week

hes have been greatly reduced for this final
PRICgettESingenridallofourevercloty doll
event.
ar's worth of stock beneath our roof

This will undoubtedly close our sale for this
immediate season and, as we are desi
dur
ing
this last week's sale, we-have sacrificed the
rous
claim: "Oh, how wonderfully cheap! I don't
pric
es so that any lady could not help but of
see how you could do it."
exOur store will remain dosed until 9_0'clock in order
to
pre
pare the stock for the terrible slash that
large and fine stock and, as we have been so successf
that hour will bring forth. It is _merel
ul with the season's business, we stan
y a remnant of our
d
and feeling
ready to take our loss on this remnant
of stock with the best of grace
All items mentioned in this sale will be sold beginn
ing at 9 o'clock Monday morning and
sale we make no exchanges; we take nothing bac
'until all have been sold the price remain
k and, above all, desire the cash for eer
s unchanged. During this
y purchase made.
Be with us early Monday morning to attend the
last week of the greatcst clearance sale
ever inaugurated during Paducah's care
er.
Ch.iiee of any Evening Gown in our store
, begone

_

t114 0; Choice °filmy Near Seal Jacket that sold
Monday tut ruing at 0 o'clock, will he_
........ IP I U.00
for
Choice of thirty plain or
$40 or 5:1.5 during,next weeks sale
There are probably seventeen of these
embroidered loose tilting
will be ____
dresses, f.,..ii:er
t
cloaks, that sold for 1'20 and
These coats are made of XXX
prices on them were from 140 to $65$25, next week
Sear Seal, brocaded
for_
satin or Plain satin lined. loose or
tight fitting haat:. For$1
‘,
Choice Of any fi5 or pi) Velvet Suit Will be
titer prii.e. $35 and $4.1
sold
at
our
These_ include our yea _test loose
store
Mooday-inorniog at 10-o'e4ockotnd thiougho
•
fitt:tsg coats, whioh
uttneare atreolurely new In style and good
.eutJre week -for
.
in qualite% 0010rg are
__.
Choice of any Evening Wrap,
--$15a
including all . "114
--.
95
"4,--°"4--bIlielt-lknd--Krirrr
Tli,we suits are in black..brown, navy and
dark red; the the high colors, for all next meek will be_
,
'
stYiellire 0!_the_very_lidest eel,-and- e4O-andThese
wraps
have
the
•
new
f141 were the •Mandarin sleeve and the
i
I ((inner prices.
c
nn
vest
that
Choi
make
ce
them
s
of abnot fifty fancy mixtures
the latest evening wrap-w
.'
,
orn. There
in loose and Feintare probably twenty of these coats
•
left and old prices wero fitting backs, 'Wai.
Ch.a.2 of any shorr•Coracul Coat in our store
sts,
will be sold next: week
1
us
uu
$40 and $4 5.
for
Monday rokirning's sale will he
for
,
..
.
Choice of a lot of forty suits that
Theo.. are excellent Tourist
These coats sold for $25 lo $40: they
Coats, made by the best
were $18 to
are all made of
'
1 Fiench Caracul, and as to material
efaetueers void 'sold 411 throughout
there isn't anything $25,Trice all duriug next week wilt be
this season for $1e.
n""
These would be magnificent value
aJoin JO J.).M.O/ for a lady to wear.
s if .you had foa my 'Si"
•
entil $15' e
.
$20 for them. They are a:I new sty4to
... .
.
and made OC.rgood
,
choice for tiny long black or
'
it lallty of broadcloth: all sizes.
tan tight fitting
Choi
.
ce
of
any
white
,
light
Coat in our store all next week will
gray or fancti light
Choice of a lot of
Fancy Mixed Costa 04 am w-ight skirt all next week for
- This Includes every iong Broadcloth. Vicuna
or
Cover
t
ell
These
nexe-week forare voile and light-weight
rnat we have in stock,: there ate
Skirts that we cartitol
•Lsau over from
all sits-9 and moat of
We have all sizes in this lot and
our last outtmer's .season; the cheap
'hem are lined throughout, with
the
est _of anv aro
satin.
forne
Form
m_pri
er
tectin _ this- lot were Ste. Th.
price of-th-1
m -ranged-from $3-to 110.- The
..or was 12:5'• - _
re ate ii-nitietter of good MHO that
coat is made of a good are
. .
.
slightly soiled. that
oit:.!: % all-wool fancy plaids or
.
+Enid for $15. ` Any of these sill be
mixture*.
sod _next week at above prier.
.
'
mg

$19 98

00

$4.95

$

$10 Oil

$12.95

•

.

oo oa
ortsua

EXTRAORDINARY LOW PRICES ON FINE SUITS

.

el
35

.1
There are probably twenty-fiv
e of these in alms front
6 to 12 years: not stung:, coat in
the lot sold for lees than
$5 and %Jim! of them were as much
..
as $12.50oo , ,....
.•
Choi., of any ahrt Covirt Coat
all next week

for

...,_

$5.00

-..

in this lot is also included a
number of navy blue ati.1
broen short jackets, all lined with
good taffeta or satin, Being and former price Was tie
and $12.50.
.
Choioe of forty Silk Petticoats
, guaranteed
taffeta, all next week for
This is a nee lot that we got in to
sell for $5.9t4. but le
order to gee you the hest pettic
oat obtaluable we are gdyt-r'Using the above retnirkable low
price.
-

$3,95

Choke of plaid or stripe Silk
Waists-1 all neat
Mark for_ ._..-. ----- --These $5 and $6 waists are
prett-y. They are
Neely made and Include good quality
of taffeta silk. These
waists come in all sixes and colors
.

very

Low Prices on Furs

We haven't many and our stock
lacks a great deal of being compl
ete.
yet there remains probably twenty
suits that sold ftom $50 to $100
.
The
elothis in these garments are the
product of the best foreign facto
ries, and
the workmanship is the best. As
these have been merged tor
title sale and
toe prima tonwill-pet on them will
enable yon to-bny Iowa_
attend thla
thai begins Tioliday morn

ing at 9 o'clock.

Choice of any child's coat in the
house all next
week for

0.00 .

itm..-

.

•

The most extraordinary' low prim
a on Fur Coats, Fur Muff
s
Fur
Soarts. Over $5,000 vriath of
Furs from which to make
your
selec'ion.
Ft would be quite impossible
fur_na to mention -pries" on
Fur Scarfs or
Muffi.;
can only say that during this sale the
prices _will be lower than
they have ever been at any time
it, has

Or

been unr_plaaaars

with Paducah buyers.
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AT THE CHURCHES

FIGHT WILL GO

STOCK YARD CHARGES

•

or

ONLY A FEW DAY'S MORE OF

The Racket Store's Great Clearance S
a
l
e
Everything that has been in the sale

is still in it. In a few days the red tickets will be
taken off--all
Clearance Sale signs taken down---and the Sale
will be at an end.

A .Great Saving

Ruffled Curtains

Tgtoughout the en-tire stock
there's a great saving for you.
Blankets, Comforts, all sorts of knit
Underwear, Hosiery, Men's Shirts
Collars, Neckties, Sheets, Pillow
Cases, Table Linens, Towels, Napkins, bleached and Crown Domestics, Dress Goods of all Kinds and
Silks.

There's a big saving to you in
these items as well as hundreds of
other things.
Too many on hand.
50c Curtains cut to, pair
39c
98c Curtains cut to, pair
78
c
1, t5 Cuttains cut to, pair
88c
1.25 Curtains cut to, pair
98c

PURCELL

Hid Gloves
A lot of $1 and $1.25 undressed
Kid Gloves for ladies ut to 69C
Some are silk lined.
We want you to see these goods.
We want you to take advantage of
this great money-saving sale which
is the most successful in Paducah's
history.

Lace Hosiery
We are overstocked on several
lots ot ladies' Lace Hosiery. You
can buy these hose at less than
wholesale prices.
48c Imported Lace Hose in black
white, pink, light blue and
gray, cut to, pair
.....
s) I C
39c and 35c Imported Lace
Hose in black ar.d white,

•

Muslin Underwear
The special prices marked on
the Undermuslins have sold hundreds of eollars worth the past
week. These prices will hold good
until the sale closes.

N4PSON
•`,

•

These hose go on sarelitonday
morning at these prices.

yo •

ft

I.

10.4

•

I;
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Xondaq, Jan. 27

sof. Ruch( ti 60113

Aondaq, Jan. 27

219-223 Eirc3ricivvay.

artnent in tur geakto=1,0ear Jtock at firemendous geductions
Jane tine=Yiali, Jane ,̀S1nex:Yourth `Original 9rices
Yur Jetd, 'coat Juits, Wool gkirto, Jilk dkirts, Yang Waists, Vhildren'a duits, aYill geadoo-Wear czrments
at
gemarkablq
verq

ow 9rices.4.-Yur Voats, vening 'Coats, Wool 'Coats.

-Iv OUR money always buys more at this great store than elsewhere in Paducah, but never before did it buy as much

as it will in the great
reduction sale we shall inaugurate Monday in our Ready-to-Wear Department. While there are at least three
months more of weather
that demands winter garments ahead of you, the season has ended for us, and our attention it now- directed toward
tpring. So to properly
prepare we are cleaning out old stocks.
Just take the time to read a few of the prices below so you will properly appreciate the extent of the reductions we are
making. $10.00,
for Instance, will buy choice of a lot of suits formerly priced at $25 to $40. Can you afford not to investigate
such offerings? Every winter
suit in the house is included in this sale, and every reduction will approximate one-half. ,At such prices you could
afford three or four suits.
Get in on these bargains bright and early, for such prices will move them quickly.

dale dtarts Wondaq, Continuing sill Week.
taectrIc and 'fear Seal'Coats

Varacul 'Coat, $32.50 to
$16.50 -`41tolce $10 ,

'Mika( Piet $35, $40, $49.50

lkolce $25.00

•

These wets are made of the best grades of eledric seal
and near seal, are oae of our sirongeet sellers and are
guaranted for one year; we offer choice of
what we haveleft in /35, 140. 149.50 line at. $4011M1
Two brown Coney Coats, original price $25,
size •119: choice-

tu nn

$15.91

ladled'$9 trudked Velvet 'Coats,
Slack, $3-.9

at/

These coats we have only eight in lot; blank: 24 inches
long, lind with satin, original price $9 00.
$398
1
choice,

okirts,'colored, $6.90
Vrigixal 9riet $10 le $8.50
Attendee this seaponlifidirei in blue, brow
Meek Chiffon Panama skifts that are worth
to $8 50; choice .
$011114$$
II

fi

te an

$10

These coats are very popular and one of the newest and
most serviceable matetials in black-22 and 24 inch
coats-original prices
132 50 to /16.50-Choiee
$10.00
112.50 to $10.00-Choice
$5 98

•

ladies' Stain 'Coats $5.00
trigigal 9riee $2.5.00 te $12.50
We have eight rain coats, sizes 36 to 40, originally sold /25 to 112.50; ehoice
WM/

dkirts, Slack, 'Choice $7.98
Vilabui-Priet 14.50, 12:50, 10.00.
All this season's steles in black-Panama and
ina-out-fall, plaited and trimmed in bands. This
lot includes about 75 skirts to choose of$14.50, $12 50 and 110 values at
-

9riee $1004044 41

Wines' &its $4.98
1%104 rtee $8.50

gailor duits
Vhoi:e $10

coat at
Yialf 9rice

riglxal 9rIce $42,50 to

$25.00
These snits are all of our latest fall
suite, beet of condition and atyle in
blacks and three fancy mixtures that
sold this season from 142.50 .111 NI
to *25; choice
iiisIn/

Misses' all wool mixtures in blue, brown
and greys, sailor suits, all this season's
garments-10 to 14 year sixes-that sold
for 18.50; choice of these

.$438

Long Outing Flannel Kimonas, regular
price $2.50 and $2.00; choice

Consisting of all colors and sizes-4 to
14 years-in blue, brown, red; original
price 19.90 to 12.00; choice

Half Price
Short Kimonos, 50e, choice

Half Price

Half Price

'Choke ,Yialf 9rice
Yur pieces
9rice $50 to 95 Vents

choice ;Ulf 9rke
This is your opportunity to bey baudsome Furs at a remarkable Mastics"a great deal lower than the original east
to us-but rather than carry °Tar 10
next season we offer choice of any fur
piece or set in our house
pi
at
Furs are always good. We store them
free during summer 111111110n.

•

ladies' $25 Slack `dodo $10

ladled' $12.50 Yan 'Coats $.5.98

throughout with satin and braid
ttimed-all shell otigina Price $25, $20, 115
°oats' $10 00
amiss

50 in. all wool Covert and Melton Tan Coats and a few blacks,
original price 112.50, $10 00 and 19.50, all sizes;
choice...._.....

ladles' Slack dIlk dkirts $7.98

Yargeq 9lald Waists, Vhotee $3.98

so in. beg filsekeost. lima
••••••••••••••••••11,1•••••111

..•••••* ammwea.sms

•••••••••••

Original Price $12.5. to $115.

$5.9. and $5O Values

This lot of skirts is made of one of the befit blank taffeta silks;
dress skirt that are best styles and worth $16.50 to
ri
912.50; choice
.1 NOY

All goods at reduced prices
cash at time of purchase.
Charges will be made for alterations.

S5.98

Tires waisteire all this season's styles and exceptional raids.-faiiiii-plaide and few solid eolors; broken sizes; to sell
quiekly; choice
-

ladies' 50-in $9.50 `Coats 0.98
50 in. pimas and plain ladies' blue, tan, black and fancies, all
sizes and all wool coats; original pnee
and d8.50; tl
choice...Oh etU

pm

$,adled' dkirts, Vltolee $1.58, $2.98
This lot is (imposed of skirts that are lept 11911P011'. styles, but
good rattles and very similar to ikis meson's styles. They are
worth 00.00- to a 00, in aolors.
eboiee 15 Skirts.
1.58
Choice lid and 18 50 8kirte.
-$2.98

go `our utaroi-gown Vustomcrs
Come to this sale, for it will certainly pay you. Besides the greatly reduced prima
ott
winter apparel, we are showing quite a few mew stiles for spring in Snits sad Waists.
We suggest that you wetch for our elearanas sales in other departments the next two.
weeks, as we shall offer you the ireatest mom,mriag opportnities of recent years.

No goods bought at reduced
prices will be taken back
or exchanged.

•

4
.

PAM EIGHT

The

KENTUCKY

LESLIE CARTER

FRIDAY
JAN

In Her Greatest Success

DU BARRY

PRICES
ORCH ESTRA—
First twelve vows
Remainder of orehestra__......
BALCONY—
Five rows._
—.
Balance of
.....
GALLERY—
Reserved

By David Belasco

$2.00
1.50
1.00
.75
.50

Mrs. Carter will appear in the same production that she used during her great
success in this play in New York.

"Isle of Spice."
.
'Theatergoers who Amore •late &AM,
tic stage pictures with all the beaUtilp
ful electric coloring
that
modern
'stage mechanism has made possible.
I have a rare • treat airaltilixt them in
ithat piquant musical mixture, the
!"Isle of Spice." which H..C. Whitney
brinia_Igina_hanjuas theztor next
Wedueeday. . "The Star of Pate."I
Is- the-Gnat* of-tirt- -first- art. r-represents the acute of eleedri el and
mechanical skill enhanced by beautiful
sweet singing and entrascieg music.

--

'

Mrs. Carter hi "Ins Ilarry."_,
Mrs. Leslie Carter, the forenr,y2,s
actress of the Amerb•an stage.
present David B?lasco's arlay. -1.111
Barry." at The Kentucky on TucedaY
evening. January I. .
cannot be found In pittet941
Mrs. Carter hi the front reek of thel
.-rpT-arers of our time. The only arflif
that can be conooneed to her as an
ewer:tonal actress le Sarah fleytitardt_,
to wboni M ri-.--"Carr, r has hecit re--1
witted cottioared. The ce..Aision for!
'this conrOarison is apparent to all!
those who are acquainted with the art
of actlug.---s-who arevogulhant of _dramatle temperameut. and of its -sway
oaer audieaces. Without It. a,tfng
mere rlike-belie3- e.—ii-ever reel' and
vital and convincing. An actress fligr
know every trick of the •trade'; -may hardly to be expected that she would
be conversant with every little tee h- evar be able to repeat her marvelous
nicel nicety of the Orr, and 1,.'totally success in "gam." *hien displayed
• unable to give realty to her Imper- It., art- on so intuy; sides, that to go
sonation*. Such an actress may be oc3ond alid above It eeenied out of
admired for the are she may take in a vason. ecc it was that when the news;
her work; may lore satisfy Inoue who of her amazing hit In •lai Barry" was!
are pleased by her mrsonality: but heralded over the country it could
she son never produee the heart-throb hard!) be Irelleveel.
the-speetator-.- ran nevertraampart
11..74PN't•141IT WON.
hint on the wings of imagination, for
she is lacking in lersperancent. which
:mg.-1Ni Rings Fin• 11,11 al •%11,1-

c

and cannot be acquiredby'study. Mrs
Carter has temperament- It was dis-

,Fcr,a;i
night. (Venlig 1'4-.4,1

.1.: .

t...tacita %aeon in

"1,41e

of Spire." at The Kentucky Wednesday night, January 29.

we
ou'd -mak • littie
any .,prpgress.
What we need noaadays are more
balanced men, balanced in 'proper relatlonaleip with terain and muscle
Nowadays the muscle man is comJuliet, Ill.. Jan • 26.—"Eaff Is a plaining loudly against brains .besesessity."
said .1 udge Willard Me- cause. says the man of muscles, brains
. .
Poen. of Chicago, before the smoker • are securing the most and best of this . Tneeday Night — The Woman's
• eferenee of the_ steel works eitib. world's goods, comforts and
enjoy- (lab.
Weeliteeday Night—"Tbe bele of.
"It la a necessity became without it mem,"
Spier."
Carter.
Friday Night—Mr*.

THEATRICAL NOTES

The Old Reliable

The St Bernard Coal Co.
Is responsible and deserves credit for the
reduced prices on coal---not Noble &
Yeiser. On the contrary, they protested against the reduction.

St. Bernard is the Best Coal
in the.,City.
Nut is now

. 14c
Lump now .
. 15c
Anthracite and Coke
Prompt Delivery, Weights
Guaranteed.

The Kentucky offers three excellent 'bil'A for next week-Tuesday
night the entertainment under the auspices of the 'Oman's club, Wednesday tilght "Tii "Isle of Spire" and
Friday Witeht -Hre. Leene Carter. This
is Mrs. Clerter's first visit to Paducah
and great interest is being taken in it.
She produces her masterpiece. "Du
Barry.- and the iiidteations are Moe
will have a big house. "Tbe Isle ol
Spire' has been here before. The
concert for the benefit of the Woman's
'club pronVees to be a dellit.htfulaffair,
as the artists are people.of note.

mu.

2.) -

Buck routed out the entity
popoistlon eV-Maiteraet-eat---ntieniarbtr.
beet- eight by- riegicie the fire bell foe
half an hour. The village had a big
fire a few weeks ago and old and
young. fearing a repetition, hurried
idand snow, only to and
unit In the
that tlie evangelist had won his hundredth convert WA was slenhlising
the event by ringing the &repel:. A
few backsliders and sinner/ Object.
to the scare. but they were froWned
gellsk

• ik

MRS. LESLIE CARTER
In "Du- Barry- January 31.

revered In her the first time she set
her foot on the stage,-'at the Broadsay theater on November 19, 1/191).
gvery critic next moraine recognized
his blessed posscouclan. Wien. thereThe "Isle of Spice." ',hick Is Ih'; fore;elie 'is referred to as "The Ameroffering at The Kentucky twit Wed- ican Bernhardt." there is fact and
nesday evening. was, during the New ieality behind It.
King of Swan Island,
York', Chicago and Boston runs. sistlY
Among the saltem passengers arOf the several lorpiridnations that
described by the press as a dream of have given
Mos. Cart9r the foremost ri.elng yr-ter-day; afternoon on the
color. The scene of the olap-le-lalo place on the stage of our time. her steamer kali
from Port Limon.
on aoteland In the Japan Sea, which, "Du Harp takes first rtink. It was Nista Rion. ass 10fil0 Adams. own.
er Of Swans Island
gives ample opportunity for lavtish
and whO9 Is
serener enrrentrottrrgot and whtch are de;
known thtOughtuit Central linierleA
Muted in at their oriental %pleader.
as the klug of Swan's letand. His
domain is a fertile island sttuaaed In
As a,spertacie alone the productImi Is
the Carribean sea, upon which
said to be a marvel. bet aside from
he
athis there are meny feature., to make
has a beautiful residence and numerous honeee for his laborers.
it a notable achievement le the art of
With" its wealth of
plav producing
He raises fruit and cocoanuts and
employs 'Prete' hundred men. Mr.
song hits. Interesting story, sweets
On/ring and clevel dancing. It has enAdams is a philanthropist, and has
joyed more liberai patronage than
Resisted not only the inhehltants 01
almost any production of high class
several of the islands In the CarrlBy. the turn of a band you
;oneedy at preeenl before the nubile.
bean but Is of especial help to the
have the correct date to 1912.
The east ia reported to be unuenally
maripere. Knowing the value of
tong and Is headed by that clever'
light to guide the vessel,' running
The cost is small and th9
•imedlab. John Melte, and the wee
throagh the Carrlhean on their wa
time saved is no cumpatison.
titus n prima- donna. Roberta WI'
-on.
from .New York and Boston to Port
'rites are Mare ettPtsorted hi' *Itch
1.11100 Ern Other lininte, he built and
'.a3corites as cbarles Purcell, Hart
timillstalis a light which can be' Mee
‘vat14011. Rebel Wilson. Harry Wit
frOr
llama; Sam ISOM Marie
'Mr.' dims le 65 Year'
flson'. Lo
ago avild
4.•ttip
.ind
Iron,
lb` "
/1
'
1
"
k 'H i..1
r

ii

lii

ii‘‘,1 111.11,

l0., I,

31

its.

is,

It,, k

he Kentucky

(kis Only sevesi %owe of Democratic
leatibers of 1A-gielanan- --That the Demo.lan.
crats of the taut.. ate beginning .to
wake up and take an interest In the
campaign was estairlshed by a poll
of the l)emocratle memlwrs of theJeg,Islature regarding their preference* for preeiclential "eandidates•
The recapitulation of the poll Is a,
follows: Johnsou. 11; Bryan. 7;
Douglas. 4; Gray, 3: Iliandier. 2.
"convention nomAnce," 12'; "strong
conservative ran." 3. 'anyone who
can win," 3: no choice, y7; no choke
but against Bryan, 12.

tt

Saturday
Ilk: and
25, .
Nigfo:

214, :154

Wednesday

ISLE OF SPICE
1.
,.cr 4,f ‘11

14;i1
Vlo,

%basic, ran end IL. teuty.
thu tileeoline Suing lilts and Unique
Dances.
F.111111.111P,

Are of fireat
Consequence

Eve-ry tra lady
Prices: Oreheetra, first
7 rows, $ I 50. balance,
et oat, lealeony. 75c and
gallery, 25e and 25c.
le.nday 9 a. in,

hui.4 bee •; Vempty

I Wady ••

Step on board it the Kentucky theeMr and takes three hours' sail to the
Isl. of Mcieh. 'Musa% Pretty Girls and
Genuine run. The ineerrieet
yon
ever -raw. the }cattiest people on earth.
fergitishiallion of 03 Peslae.

Don't Forgetsaslhe Sun Does Job Work

•

E PADUCAH EVENING SUN

ft

ISIET
,IN CITYIDOWT
and .A1-

BLAME HER

(krupy "Fire
use

FOR

t

I

Advocated by Ere. Harrison at
Lexington.
Is in Accord With Spirit of
the Age
—Nun Mr %ulnae iu Thirty states
of OW

NEWBRO'S HERPICIDE
IS PRAISED

ubt the bugldays, elth
etas, his groi and the city 'a
iulderge biet he
signs of betel-

itiltiOLCTIONS

ARE

PASSED.

BY

PAULA A. EDWAR.DES
l'aula A, Edwardes. the
writes as follows;

VISITOR$'.

PAGE NINF

•
.f; iii,

1.1

•

_

uell-known

theatrit al

star,

"I am charmed with Newhro',! !fertile
:de. It
I, a refreshing hair remedy, produc
ing a beautiful
luste r and a luxuriance Of growth; at
•
Ihe same
•
tittle keeping the "rate free from dandru
ff."
Very truly your..,

D▪ OL_
Eiggr.

/01

Opening address of Mrs. A. M. Harrison at Lexington- mass meeting:
Almost all large subjects can be
ap(Signed) PAUL% A. EHWARDI3S.
primetted from several difftwent points
e;
New York City.
Of view. The theme (or consideratio
n
this afternoon, "School' Suffrage
for
the Women of Kentucky Who
ight:and earl)*
Ciin
Good remain from the 11444. Of %towline% Herpici
iteatiAnd Write," might be 'treated
time for esery
d•• mean
„es*
an much 40 0114. person as to another, but On
from the side of right and justice.
4
the other hand,
*es of the day
The
the fact that leading theatrical slats prefer Newbro
fart that women and the mother
's Her.
lesale groeery
s of
pitiede is an important point in it.. favor. Proftm
the race—that childhood has
sional people
hours' time.
ever
base an inclittation anal en ttprot
been
regard
ed
as
otwaty.waut enjoyed
the
most
It. in the t•ite
stowed
by
•
110111
otbee,„--to discriminate hi their choice tit
,harge of wonieuhood—might be
-toilet renteelket and
always litany
11
/
4„7:
illwi
lliou
141
111•11
urg,(1
eo
to
as
a
unheed
II
ed.
and another.
The estracir4
of this privilege. The
visitors
Herpicide is due
ihOd loaves home at six Year%
to the simple fact that it kills the
this
of age
for acheol—1, not the mother as vital.
other
remedi
es
treat
the
colisoo4
,
of the tlieenee, after 'eta I
•
ate
iy coucemewkon its welfare during
nature grew% the hair, if it in not too bate,
the
isa him every
'forma
tion
period
Chroni
timidne
of its school life as
c
ss cannot be cured, but Motor*. the hair
umiente. The
l'he following letter scrves to during Its years
follicles are too badly 411.4.11,411. 014f. can, by carefu
of infantry, and
ce a great iii- prove
l treatthis fact.. ,
should
ment and intelligent sanitary care, keep
she not have the same yobee In
hit.' hall. and
down and ultimateMrs. 3Iut tie Copenhaver, 3115 So. it.. manag
ly
deetre
ement
y
,
tile
tiny
vegeta
and
enviro
ble
nment
at
grout!' (dandruff germ) whom'
• delight In .21st ht., Parsons, ans.,
writes: •
Ibis time ?
combined pretence in ilie s4.1•1101.01•44
dlioLr in
the
gland.; of the scalp
"For two wears I sufft•red from the
titenits
hair
To
.41414
Follow
ruct
the Prove's/on.
P rays is -the worst huum of fen:::::ne ills, until I
We
might urge it from the side of
Ladies become estlinp-iastir over New-tines Herpic
hitt lie hots, was *boost driven frantic. Nothing
ide,
but morphine would relicve me. Lydia beMg in accord with the spirit of the
became. it heightens est. the hair owl keeps
it light and tlaffey..
pinkhaetes elygetable Conaremud age. In more titan thiety
out
of
the
e mayor brought me health
Stops itching of scalp alumna iVantly.
and happineee and fifty states and territories
•
In our land
nu*. %Hen the gentle me a well w
"
ourw
on
have
some
form of school suf1utet1 the gunFACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. irage, and. It seems to have been uttlee
Guaranteed_ under the Fleet and 'Dreg AetJu
- e 'el go lo
ne 30, 1906.
For thirty years 'Lydia E. Pink- formly beneficial
Serial N. 915.
• t week, when
when once given a
ham's VI -4:11,4114.! C01111101114 made fair trial. Is
it not a signiticent fact
meting of thi
Two skim Stec and jii.00 at 411rlig .tior‘os,
from roots anti herbs, Las been
upon
the that. every state having lees than one
peeved claim standard remetl
ride.
y for female ills, per cent of illiter
acy has school sufthene•
draff and has priel:ively
Send 110e in stamps for sat,ip:e tt,
enrol thousands of frage
wruicide
for women? Why should the
A'
ell
h ttoy women u 110 Ita•ta been t eierbled
L. Detroit, Mich.
with women Of Kentuc
t,
ky be denied a priv, in or -the len dist&lacements,in gamut:
1
Akin,itIrwsra- ilege
that the women in thirty-one
go %Ali the tiou, fibroid t.untorm, irregularities
, other states
have used for the promoeh., said periWidle
lac-kat:he, that bear- I'
,nee*. them ing-down feeling, nut ttletu.y.indirfes- tion of the cause of education, and
tiotyitrainteds,prnervtius prostration. fhtsrefore for the trying cause of •
/7 •
better citizenship?
Why don't you tu
eete: „ne ;
.
S
.
SPECIAL AGENT.
'fifes. PIA ham invites all sick
What We Want It For.
.• 6
Mlikt11-10 write Jaer_lar
lorET7F'
'Me-—
APPLICATIONS AT PROM I N
poTtitlyTipproaeb In this
PALJL.li A. E....e',VARDES
T BA RHElt SHOPS.
MIMS has guided tfrottaszesda to
movement to pretreat a bill to the ten614
health. Addiess. Ly11111. Maas.
C _of %•ario
sest- --aasembie-Otww---in---vesaintr-_
-1
-ea
Fraialtfirsit for school suffrage with an •
.+1.ttelas•Ii '1) ,'eTh I., of *the
.107 educational qualification for the womile•sle• M 1erl..61 reseweito,:how 1 -.".r 111-cernhe.r. en of our
chairman, with instructions to prepare
state wee Not along the genIS PREPARED. ing fund, of which 38,1)00
- to Pr. sid••nt
a deereave In receipt. 4,0111111141V4 era;JAR of elilimi
sitt bill looking Co this end, and to have
.0sell yen
ng it as a just right
_141.11.4 -14,41411444141,F,-° 4646;414
will, be spent for the payment
presented to the general assembly Pen
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Year Esti- principal.
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r1,1',4111, Rik 111010011
in session at Frankfort. This
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In considering Jartn's finance
meeting was called by representatives
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zations of Lexington to
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snummary „ of
-pproach is the unselfish and patriotON KENTUCKY SEAL,
the,budget
tho
of the Japanese govern- This shows- that exports and imports
it' wish to be able to do our part in re- arouse a deeper interest in this vital
.
as to Nevem,
ment for the fiscal year commencing amounted respectively.° 490.404
movement in our community and to
:
ear' Sun Want Ada.—flose muldni 'Jeering the dark enigma of
4),000
illiteracy
•ieeker Trust
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Red Sunday Anniversary.
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PISO•S
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The 'Paris motor omnibuses uas. a'an engraving
CURE
of the great seal of Kenforol ninth, leaving of •11 states and
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•errItories, including Alaska and
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W.B. McPherson
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tcky Theatre
January 26
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COLDS

1. SAWYER

Carmen
comaixtoN POWDER

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

[
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FOR RENT -

liver in the Light

50c Packages

OPEN LIGHT SEANCE

filbert's Drug Store.

•

Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

linadwar ,

AMERICAN-6ERItAN NATIONAL BANK

PAGI EIGHT

FIATTUDAY, JANUARY SA. •;?
1

The

KENTUCKY

LESLIE CARTER
In Her Greatest Success
Sale Opens Tuesday, Jan. 28

DU BARRY

F-M210ES

•

ORCHESTRA—
First twelve rows ._-.-

By David Bela3co

_.. $2.00
Remainder of orchestra---,- 1.50
BALCONY—
Five rows
Balance of balcony..._.
GALLERY—

1 .00
.75

Mrs. Carter will appear in the same production that she used during her great
the field of 111-Itaitellil COU101.1
h4her c:ass.

fr

of the

'We of Spire."
Theatergoers who aPpre;iate artistic stage pictures witty all- the heautiful electric coloring that
modern
stage. mechanism has made possible.
have a rare -treat aoraleng them in
i•-that piquant musical mixture. the

-•
brings to The Ken1uc4_thrater next
illl'ednenday. "The Star of Fate."
which Is the finale of the first act.
represents the acme of electrl ial and
meehanieal. skill enhanced by beautis p
ful feneumity, sweet singing and en- '
trancing music.
•

--JUDGE THINKS K111, NUMMI.! we could make lktelr any progress.
What we need nowadays are more
says That Without It Little
Progreii balanced men. balanced in proper reCould Be Mode.
lationship with
bran and muscle
'Nowadays the -muscle man is cornJollet, III.. Jan.
is a platning loudly against brains beseoessIty." said Judge Willird 'Mc- cause. says the titan or muscles, brains
Ewen. of Chicago, before the smoker 'are CA.< tiring the most arid
best of this
coeferenee of the steel works chub. world's goods, cornea' is and 'enjoy"It is a necessity because without it

The Old Reliable

Is responsible and deserves credit for the
reduced prices on coal---not Noble &
Yeiser. On the contrary, they protested against the reduction.

St. Bernard is the Best Coal
in the City.
Nut is now .
. 14c
Lump is now .
. 15c
Anthracite and Coke
Prompt Delivery, Weights
Guaranteed.

J. T. BISHOP, Manager
limes 75.

123 N. First St.

Mrs. tatter in "Ins Itarry."Mrs. Leslie Carte7. the loreinee
actress of the Ainericarn... stage, A.
present Devid Belasens May,
Barry:, at The Kentucky on TuesdaY
ettenbig. ..tainuary_371- lattett eattetet.--betrfl4, tn pits tug!
Wit:Carter- In the front rank of the,
players of our time. The only artist
-4-het-sittr be crimpaud jo her ail an'
actreies b's Sarah Rel-rilardt.7io eboin Mrs. Carter has been repeated compared. The esc‘asion fort
this eonrparison is apparent to all
those who are acquainted with Inc art
of .acting.--sho are cognizant of dra, Matte tenir;erainetit: and -Of its-,
swaS
ever audiences. Without it, avting
mere make-believe.--aver, real and
vital and convincing. An actress maY
know every trick of the trade.--may hardly to be e.epeeted that she would
be conversant with every litfle testi; ever be able to repeat her tuarselous
Meal nicety of the *t, and be totally success in "laza:" which displayed
unable to give real:ty to her Imper- her art on co many sides, that to- go
sonations. Such an' actress ntay be oeyond and above it etermed out eif
o q was. that when the new,.
admired for the care she May take in tiason
her'work: may e\eli satisfy -Rcint' who of her amazing hit In "IM Barry" was
are pleased by her peirsonality; but heralded over the country It could
she can never produce the heart-thrall ardly be believed.
in the spectator-7 can never transport
him oh the- wings of imagination, for
she is lacking_in -tendeerament wb
Rhein lPira- Heil at MidIs God4iven and 'anacW-be taught
bight, rail* People Prom liedli.
and cannot be acquired by*study. Mrs.
Carter has temperament. It was dilkChampaigu, 11 . Jun. 25.-- gran144144c—r<a444-4-44414-44fL
population of Mehotiret it - Midnight
last night by ringing the fire hell for
half an hour. The -village had a big
Are a few weeks ago .and old and
Young. flaring a repetition, hurried ,
out in the‘oldt and snow, only to find
that the evangelist had won his hendredth convert suit ass signklizinz
the event lry ringing the fire pet:. A
few backsliders and IfillOPTl objected
to the scare. but they were frowned

THEATRICAL NOTES
'
T seladatY Night
Wedereday
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scene (rem "1st a Woman's Potser," at Tier hersturty l'orright

r

(mily Soiooromo roloo
The Kentucky offers three excelIlessioreatic
lent
for next week-Tuesday
lit I,. gislafaite
!night the entertainmeut under the aulepires of the Woman's club, WedneeJan. 25 -That the Demoday night "The isle of Spies- and
crats of the state are beginning. to
Friday tight Mrs. Leslie Carter. This
wake up and take an Interest in the
Is Mrs. Orrter's first ytalt to Paducah
campaign.snas established by a poll
and great interest is being taken in 14.
Of the Democratic znenshers of the
MRS. LESLIE CARTER
She produces her.masterpiece.
legislature rcgarditig their preferlu
"Du
Barry"
January
31.
Barry," rind the indications are meleeences for presidential candidates.
wilt have-a big bousse 'Ile isle ol
The recapitulation of the poll is as
Spire" has been Isere before. The covered In her the first time she set follows: Johnson, 11; Bryan. 7;
nomeert for'the benefit Of the Woman's her foot on the stage,
the Broad- Zpoughia, 4; Gray. 3: (taunter. 2:
club prom'aces to be delightful affair, way theater on November 19, IS90. "convention nougnee," 12: t'strong
as the artists ere people of note.
Every critic wet-morning recognised conservative Mtn." ?.; ?anyone who_
this blensed possession.. When, there- can win." 3: no choice, y7; no-cboire
The "Isle of Spice." which is the fore, rirels referred to as The Amer. but against Bryan. 12.
offering at The KenteckY best Wisl- Iran Bernhardt." there is feet and
ngaday evening, was, during the New reality behind it.
King of Swan jNland.
Among the saloon passengers arYork, Chicago and Boston runs, aptly
01 the several Inrpirednatione that
described bY the press as a dream of have given Mrs. Ceertr the foremost riving yeteterday afternoon on the
enter: The ifese of the play- is flikl plat*
. on the stage of our Moe. her steillitier an Poe. train Port Umon,
on an island in the Japan Sea. which
.k. s first rank. it was Costa Rica, was Alonzo Adams, ownf'D• Darn
gives envie opportunity for lava*
er of Swan's Island, and who Is
sou* surroundings and which are deknown throughout Central America
pieted in all their oriental splendor.
art the king of Swan's island. His
As_kapectaele alone the production lii
domain Iv a fertile. Island situaned in
paid to be a Marvel, but aside from
the- Carribean sea, upon which
he
this there are litany features to make
has a beautiful residence and numer.
Oil 14 houses for his laborers.
It a notable achievement in the art of
plat producing
WItOts weal-th of
He raises fruit and cocoanuts and
employs several hundred men. Mr.
song hits, interesting story, scree,.
singing and CIPV461* dancing, It has en
Adams is a philanthropist, and has
joYed noire liberal patronage than
aepisted not oAly the inhabitants tie
severe' of the islands in the Carrialmost any production crf high class
By the turn of • band yon
comedy at present before the publle.
bean hut Is of especial help to the
have the correct data to 1912.
mariners
The curt is reported to he iintisttally
Knowing the value of a
iteroterr and Is headed to that clever
light to guide the vessel,' running
The cost 18.41a1. Sod tl:
coutertetan. John Miele and the AIR
through the Cartibenn on their way
time saved Is no sempationn
IOWA n
donna. Kvrtw'rta W h•on
him New York and Beaton to Port
;The, are sibIty supported I,, so, h
Limon and other points, be built an‘i
'favorites as Charles Purcell, Hart,
maintains a light whit* Can be sera
'Watson, Robin Wenn, Harry Wil
fqr BOW.
ilium, Sam
Mar% Wilson. Lodares is 65 years of age and
P..1,14
1147 tel IYt!ttt fvt 1,ere
liP qf Eastport.
R
ku
r
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Saturday
January

IN A
WOMAN'S
POWER
CLEVER

Wednesday
.1rmunry

Are of fireat
Consequence

SPECIAl 1. 1ES

ISLE OF SPICE
Peer of All Slasecal
Famous foe Music, IPtin nod 14.81.11y.
20 Mlsisltlisig (nag
St
nances
i
H
.
its. met I ekes..
-

Everybody WhIseless "Peggy Brady."
Prices: Orchestra, first
7 sows, $1 7.0. balance,
Si ott: balemiy. 77e and
Vic; gallery, 25e- and 35e.
Sate opens leteenday it a. m.

Step on board at the Kentucky theater and take's three hours' gall to the
120 of 'Mirth. Musk', Pretty (Hee and
Oenulne run. The Merrieet isle you
0%Ar Haw, the jolliest poOp'e on earth.flrganissition of OS Pe.pie.

The Diamond Stamp Works

on't Forget—The. Sun Does Job Work

•
IIATTIMAY,-.11.‘NT.tRV 28.

E PADUCAH EVENING-EUX

111YOR IS BUSIEST
I
MAN IN CITY
Ras Regular Hours and Al.
ways at Pont

SCHOOL SUFFRAGE
DON'T
FOR WOMEN
BLAME HER

NEWBRO'S HERPICIDE

Advocated by Mrs. Harrison at
Lexington.

Jame* Jr.. {lopes to Occupy "Fire
chief's" I hair Have
Day.

IS PRAISED

ois

le

•
•

%IASI'

VISITORS.

IIESOLITIONV.

ARE

well-known

theatrical

star,

00

-I am charmed with Newbro's Ifernic:de. It
i6 a refreshing hair remedy, producing a beautiful
luster and a luxuriance of growth; at the same
elite keeping the scarp free front dandruff."
Very truly yours,
.

PASSED.

ODD

• ma .)r smith. is no doubt the bustOpening arldrese of Mrs. A. M. Har°MO Mau 1/1 the city these _days, with
L.
rison at Lexington mass meeting:
his great property interests. hbritpfee For she cannot help it. Women SIT
Almost all large aubjecis.can be apeery end allied business, and the city's often croAs, irritable, hysteric, and
(Signed
PA I. k A. EDWA RDES.
nroached from seVeral different [points
bheineseh
tie shoutders,but he declare they are driven to distraet
New York City.
f view. The_ theme fuegonsideratiou
„ens not yet shown any blitzes of belitt- tion at the slightest.provocation.
this afternoon, "School Suffrage fur
Men sanuot understand. Why this
'lag under the burdens.
the Women of Kentucky Who Can
lu hi office bright and early should be so. .To them it is s'myss
Good results front the use of Neu•hro's Herpicide mean
Rind and Write." might be treated
NIg
every uierthittis and has time. for e.ery tery bemuse in nine times out of
as muse to oil.' pertNill AY lit amide?, but on the other band,
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this
condition
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a
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leading
that
fact
the
theatrical
stars
prefer
New-hoes Her.
fact that women anti the mothers of
serious feminine derangement.
Is his visit to his whoksaIgroer
ph-kb''is an imposture "shit hi. its favor. Profewsausal.rwopIe
A remedy is necessary which acts the race—that childhood .has ever
where he attends two hours
inclination and en epportutsitys—me enjoyed by
time.
haw
an
directly.upon the organs afflicted, re- been' regarded at. the most sacred
then he Kochi
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attiring*
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ie system, which will urged as a fundamental reason •eikr
vIsitore. ou on.. missiou..end another. quickly dispel
evtratprdinary suciess of Neu-broil Herpicide is due
all hysterical,nervous rhe exercise of this 'privilege. The
Probably none of his • visitors ri.- and irritable conditions.
0, the fiiiiiii11. feet that IC kills the dandruff germ.. While
Such is child leaves home at sik years of age
;eels* more cordial "Nek‘ouiv, this •hi,'
other remedies treat the cause of the gibe-use, lacer which
for echoot—is not the mother as vital11Plfe and two ellildsen, who ha..
stature grows the hair, if it is not too bite.
ly concernetkin It. welfare 'during the
Shade it a cristom to .isirtitti ever,
Chronic 110101111404 cannot_ Ist•rureel, hut !before the hair
formation period of its school life as
''filloraine, for a few moments. Ths•
follicles are toe badly
oue t•an, by careful treatThe follow ing It:tter M rves to during its years of infantry. and
hehildren, espeelatly. take a ,great ininent and intelligent nanitary care, keep down and ultimate.
prove this fact.
should she not have the same voice In
• isr,„
terest In the affairs-of the hall, and
ty destroy the Hay vegetable growth (dandruff germ) Whilst'
Mrs: :1fattie Copenhaver, 315 So. Its management and environment at
James. Jr.. oak's eapetial delight In 21st St.„ Pumas,liaus.,
inktildneel presenoe in the i.eltateliusAtiandr the scalp
writes:
this. time?
climbing up into a big elhair in the
•• Fur too year% I suffered from the
melee hair dietructiou.
To Follow the Procession.
_linaysor's °Mee, which ,he says Is' 'lb
, worst-foons of feminine ille until I
We
might
urge
'ladies beeome enthusiastie over Newlgro's Herpicide,
it
from
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side
of
was
almost driven frantic. Nothing
UTP 44444.0," atItt to whirlt he holes
becauhe id brighten% up the hair and keeps it light and flutry._____
but morphine would relieve me. Lydia belng In accord with the spirit of the
teamout day fail heir.
tr. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound age. In more than thirty out of the
Stops -itching of scalp alitaist Instantly.
Mi-- smith aseompanied the mayor brought
me Leal& and happipeie and fifty states anti, territories In our land
on his trip to NVW l/A-!,11 WI. %hell the nansiea st, II
womeu have some form of 'wheel sufrervtiv was prescuted. the gunGuaranteed under- the Food and Drug Act June 30, 1906,
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. frage, and It seems to have been uniboat Paducah. ate see seed go to
Serial No, 91S.
Fur thirty years Lyda& K Pink- fermly beneficial when once given a
Fratiliforl a sh his -next week, when
hanfs
Comptintel. made fair trial. Is It not a sIgnitieent fart
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Two shrew, ette. and $1.00 at drug'stases. Ineht japan Weptbe gOti14 to a". nit the nesting of Ito
Isom roots and herbs, has ls•en the that every 'state having less than one
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lispresefillthes of the - weenie' class
standard reinetly- for. female ills, per cent of illiteracy has school sufSend 10c in stamps for sample te The lierpicide Co.. -Dept.,
cities. who eill gather there to draft an4i has poottively clans' t
Ii.4194Mgh4lft frage. for yeomen! Why should the
some legislative measures which ttey woolen %behave been t rUtzblud s
L, Detroit. Midi.
ith women of Kentucky be denied a privIrish pasecd at this term of thu lee disiilaeentents, tia matitm. ulcerailege that the western in thirty-one
lalature. "I Intend to go vs:tit the tiuu, tibroi.L tuns.rs, irregularities,
other states have used teethe promomayor on all of his JI1Oktlik." 911.• said periodic ruins. lai..k.iche, that beartion of the tense of education, and
reporter
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therefore
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SPECIAL AGENT:
Mrs. l'inls haat Invites all sick
What We Waist It For.
HEPPICIDE cr
PA'
A. EDWARDEIS
to write' her for advise.
NANA' PLACILM WEN TO SHAW wtlllll
APPLICATIONS AT -PHONtINENT BARBER AMPS:But thr- point -ot iiWfoach
bite
guided littuvutrada -to
•
to
present bilirci-the genhealth.
Addie•ia.
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Washington. Jan. 27,
it 14-evildoer en of our state was not Wing the gen- chairman, with instructioes to prepare
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looking
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end,
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a just right.
rth
softy's. Ste- Stew-mid
eenther.. I frost, hr-17.-4'14.2:7, for the mothers of the race, or of the -it -presented to-the general assembly
Revenues for the -('outing Teat Esti- principal.
ffeet time in some years ii,. .
• S:I
Of the fiscal year natural.deilre of wanting to be in the now In session at Frankfort. This
- elated at 616,000,000 lien.
In considering Jaean's fighinees, atable to Mke p da%'s couitv;.tr the d.s•rease eompar,-d with the cor- fashion with about two-thirds of our meeting was called by representatives
tention is called to the volume of the
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by
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F.
from act ire eoru pal ton
•;ifird ;Jig pet .c.,1 iif- I 411,,C,' is 11. vi -ter states, but our primary point of
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CNDER TIME HONORED MOTTO
TIM. Jan. 241..-4 seuni21ary _ of foreign trade of Japan during 1907.
en's organizations of Lexington to
at he had been asked if he who a iless.510.
ON KEN:TUCK] SEAL.
pproach is the unselfieh and patriotthe
budget of the Japanese govern- This alarms' that exports and imports
arouse a dot-per interest in this vital
• militate for the pres.denso or thc
••
ic wish to be able to derour part in rement
for the flacal year commencing amounted iespectivel,.•'so 490.040,000
.
movement in -our community and to
Ice ',residence; if be was to become
es. Nam Want Ads.--Dirst eratiltia moving. the dark atignaa of Illiteracy do
Aiwa 1 next, which is to be submit- yen and 490006,000 yen, making the
all
our
in
secure
pass
power
the
to
resident of ItieNnIckerles•ker Trust
from our beloved commonwealth.
ted to the diet. was obtained today. total of 920,000,000 yen, which exage of this much needed legislation. Lhicolo and Oreckinridge Will Be
•nipany; if he 000 to-run for coverThe Facts Before MP People.
the The total estimated -revenues [err the ceeds that of the previous year by
Figures—Will Go on the
'if New York. If he was'to take .2 .2 * .2 000.2 .2 20* e.• • The effective work of the commityear are put down at 616,000,000 841000,4100 yen.
Red Sunday Anniversary.
barge of the National Rank of Com-•
Checks.
•
0 tee on education of the Kentucky
urea (about $3.08;o0.0‘004)I. of Which
'erre of Kansas t'll) • If be was to•
•
Federation of Women's clubs has
St. Petersburg, Jan. 24.--ExtraorIU.00.000 yen is from ordinary
VERNOR OF MBA IS
eorganixa and consul_date tte Unites(•
wisely disseminated the' humiliating dinar, precautions were taken by the
-PLENTV-OP-MONff
allff---110--:;9010.o00 Yen
1j—Th:1m
CALLED '1‘) WASHINGTON.
States Mortgage and Trust column.
fa( ts revealed by the last fedethl reit- military authorities today to prevent
•xtriordinary revenue. The ordinary
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with whom I am in sympathy have thown. Young Whipple has begat
long been accustomed to regard their tried for murder and found guUtyrand
private minds as a park in which the case is now before the supreme
there might be neither prohibition nor court on a constitutional point. BroOkpolicemen. but if, as the scientists as- field and his old sweetheart, who is
siert, a malignant and destru•Aive he mother of the guilty boy, come to
thought of mine, like a circling„Xar- he judge to remind him -that rears
conigranz, affects, first my family, be fore he had fought a duel with a
then acquaintances, before It linally man over this very same cat's eye
averaion and tite._erl_ revolved in the
alters impotently to Ita de
want to know it; and It after twenty luel was the grandmother of young
Mini of fairly intelligent inyestigation
The third act is back In Kentucky
I believe that it is so, I feel it my
ind the second trial of the boy has
duty as a dramatist to state it."
The lesson of the play is unmistak- just been completed. The judge has
able, for it premises on which it rests given his testimony and the jury is
are not controvertible. As early as out. The prosecuting'attarney has
' 1812' Dr. Thomas Hudson declared beep unusually bitter against the boy,
that all, the psychic demonstrations, 'or they_had both. been _suitors for
whether designated by the name of he hand of Brookfield's niece. The
mesmerism, hypnotism. sornanmbul- gambler is now thorougffly 'convinced
Um, trance spiritism, demonology if the tact of telepathy and hagoomiracle or mental therapeutics are to 'ism, and, realizing that with his abHbe understood by some general prin. .ty there is no each thing as,a "square
elide of law', and the nearest approach tame" for him, has closed up the
to a statement of the law is made by 'iusIness. He Is sitting alone trying
Mr. Thomas. In other words, thought 'o influence by telepathy the mind of
travels just as electricity. /light and vie juror, who, he thinks, is suseeptiUnder Judge
heat, and registers somewhere after hie to his thought.
Prethtice's direction he has published
it has left the mind of Its creator.
Mr. Thomas !seems to have the cred- 'n the newspapers the fact that the
It of writing the first telepathic play. prosecuting attorney was responsible
vel, the governorGeorge Bernard Shaw said that things for the killing of
----r
become current first, through the 'led orltftlitcry!.'
philosopher, then ten years later
"What is the game?" asks a dubithrough the newspapers, and twenty ous fellow-gambler. And Brookaeld
years Tater, through the stage. The replies that if he can show the people
deviser of wetting a telepathic play at of Kentucky the despicable character
--7
-- Thlts--penTer timewcT-lit seefirp be lf the prosecuting attorney his bitter
the fact that it would be about twen- irosecution of the boy will have no etty years ahead'of Mr. fittaw's sched- feet on the jury. And when he is
ule.
old that the jury Is not slowed ta
The first Reese is laid In Louisville -cad the newspapers replies that it is
Ky. Jack Brookfield Is a professional mpossible for 100.040 people to
gambler, and has become very wealthy hInk a thing and any twelve men in
though he has the reputation of al- hat community not be Influenced by
ways playing a "straight game." Mrs hat thought.
Whipple, the woman he love*, has re
The boy is acquitted. The prosecut
fused to marry him because of his ng attorney Is jeered out of court.
""profession." and on the night that omes rushing to Brookfield and
the play opens he asks her, now a places a revolver -against his breast.
widow with a son of 24), to take up
"You can't shoot that gun," says
Brookfield calmly looking him In the
.'You can't pull the trigger. Yott
nn't even hold that gun."
The man's hand opens, the revolyer drops and the curtain comes down
is be gasps: "I'd libel° know how in
you did that to me." The
'he
'ast set is given over to an. ethical
4umming up of the other three.
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SAL

Because the Price-Cuts in this Sale are Genuine.
Because we never Change a Price Ticket.
CT PRICES .CASt1
CUT PRICES CASH
Because we never place our Garments in lots.
&cause every Garment bears original selling ticket. Because it's the only way you can buy intelligently.
Because we are known far and wide as one of the few stores doing business on a strictly
small margin'of profit, nor do we indulge in sensational or "yellow" advertising-we stick
to the truth. This has been the Keystone of our wonderful success. So it is not a
matter of guess when you come to our store to make a purchase.
.*

,P11...0:EL C-T
SUITS

TROUSERS

OVERCOATS

Trousers of Quality to Fit the Tall,
Thin and Stout.
$10 00 Pants cut to •
$7.00
7.50 Pants cut
5.25
6.00 Pants cut to
4.20
5.00 Pants cut to
3.50
400 Pants cut to....
2.75

Can't Be Matched at the Price
$12 SO Overcoats cut to_____$ 6.88

BOYS' KNEE PANTS

BOYS' KNEE PANTS SUITS

BOYS OVERCOATS

Sizes 3 to 17 Years

Sizes 8 to 16 Years

All Sizes
50c Kind cut to
1.00 Kind cut to
1.50 Kind cut to

33c
70c
1.05

-

•••,

$4 00 Suits cut to
-- $2.00
5 00 Suite cut to ________- . 3.50
850 Suits cut to ....
5.18

20.00 Overcoat. cut to-. 35 and 30 Overcoats cut to

11.25

15.88
Raincoats and Toppers
Included.

$5.00 Overcoats cut to

•

II •

$3.50
5.18
6.50

t50 Overcoats cut tó
remits cut to
1

aN•

HATS AND FURNISHINGS
HATS
$4 Stetson Hats, broken lots
3 Hawes and Chase, cut
2 50 Rommore, cut to........_--s

UNDERWEAR
$2.00'
1.50
1.25

GLOVES
$250 Kid cut to
_
200 Kid cut to
1.50 Kid cut to
1 00 Kid cut to _
.50c Wool cut to

2
$:
-300
, 1.60

• " 1.20
90c
40c

MEN'S NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
50c Fancy Negligee Shirts cut to
$1 Fancy Negligee Shirts cut to
1.50 Fancy Negligee Shirts cut to
2 Fancy Negligee Shirts cut to
4,$3 Fancy Negligee Shirts cut to

39c
69c
1.10
1.30
1.95

MEN'S CAPS
$2.00 Caps cut to
$1.50
1.50 Caps cut to.___-_____
1.10
1.00 Caps cut to____
75c
50c Caps cut to.__
40c

Klieg Edward as a Farmer.
The rich crop of prizes which -the
1,ing's cattle and sheep have won at
:he Bingley Hall show. Birmingham.
- the latest demonstratjon of his
majesty's success as a farmer,, of
which he is so deservedly proud.
When the 'king began breeding nearly
forty years ago the Sandringham farm
lanais were In an almost hopeless eonAnd look over our line of iltion, barren and barely capable. of
cull ivat kin. Today. accOrdloig to Rider
Spring samples, just arrived.
Haggard, "it is a, wonderful farm, for
All work done by first-elan nowhere
much high bred stock
be seen on the game area:" glut
workmen.
-rrotmal,Iv nowhere will you Bed such
an arra!' of Mates 'ad cups won at
'Mows4a that which Sandringham
hoasts.
At a single exhibition his
miljesty tree won no "fewer than
- fourteemtIrst prizes. .In 1103 he cap- ilitaleists pietas .1-14cliew Ilis a Mat.
tured five firtit prizes arid cups. In adOn the fleets of the wiretaps teledlpon to numerous seconds and graph ham: pros the electric ken, and
thIrdii in 11104 him prizes numbered with it boundless possibilities In the
(*bitty. In 1'905 he won a. champion line of. pestle, -poultry .rards and
plate, k challenge cup and eighteen brooding pens in city kitchens. No
• other prises. including fonr
•••••00 900*i.gp•
Orate. Sat dweller- heed be without sprink
e,
•"Mlle last Year he took at the Sinljb- chicken' and fresh eggs If his dwell
•
•field shop ten firsts. nlop-"breed". cups lug is Wired for electric light andalie
•
•and plates, six other prizes and SPII • will invest in the latest incubator
•
PLENTY OF MONEY
•eral
•
commendeda," andevery wrinkle.
LIVED WREN YOU
•prise whiner he has bred hinikelf.The 'electric hen will be eatibited
ODAI,OP
•Westmlnater Gasette.
it the national poultry show, January
.
•
•
'22 to la Inclusive.
It has been
SILIMALY BROS.,
•
• A. cableway beige Malt La Tairk,..- showy, al -the eastern shows which
•
•Kai 1. the greatest enterpribe of the priesded Chinese's big
•
P111,111111
event and has
"111411ful In the work/. It will carry opal aroused grejet interest.
Properly
•a ditillemeedf 1 48.GSO
a speaking, Chi. 'Ken conalets of tdri
graden',.
roule
of
with
2
nroe
••••0004•ttitittl.
•
• Psi'
19
In
d

FANCY HOSIERY

75c and 50c kind Cut to ....._..
- 38c
$1 00 garment cut to____...,.,.... .. 80c
2.00 suits cut to
--$1.60
300 suits cut to
2.40
. •
4.00 suits cut to________„.......,___ 3.00
5 50 suits cut to
4.40

NECKWEAR
$2.00 kind c'ut_to
1.00 kind cut to
50c kind cut to

-

98c
60c
25c

BOYS'and CHILDREN'S CAPS
$2.00 Tams and
1.50 Tams and
1.00 Tams and
50c Tams and

Caps cut to
Caps cut to
Caps cut to
Caps cut to

$1.00
75c
50c
35c

We handle the largest and best line
of Shoes for Men, Youths and Boys
in the city. Sole agents for Stacy
Adams', Nettleton's and Clapp's
fine Shoes.

CUT PRIM CASH

50c Kind cut to
25c Kind cut to
15c Kind cut to

.

35c
'19c
---10c

FANCY VESTS
00 Kind cut to _ .....
t0.7 50 Kind cut to
5.00 Kind cut to
4 00 Kind cut to
--- 200 Kind cut to

$5.00
3.75
2.50
2.00
1.00

MEN'S WOOL SHIRTS
$5 00 all Wool Shirts
4 00 all Wool Shirts
3 00 all Wool Shirts
2.00 all Wool Shirts
1 SO all Wool- Shirts

cut to
zut to . $4
3:88
cut to
2.40
cut to
1.60
cut to
1.20

MEN'S and BOYS' SWEATERS
$5.00 Sweaters cut to
3.00 Sweaters cut to
2.00 Sweaters cut to
1.00 Sweaters cut to

$2.00
1.50
1.00
75c

CUT PRICES CASH

Come In

Solomon
Thoo Tailor. .
Piss 1111-1.
.19111 TbIll

•

•
•

-

- -both of which the heat necessary Is
twelve dome eggs, and it will he uee- of the Unites) States,
will moon 1 ,,eptve
When
'y
supplied by electricity. Thia heat is turit
at last they have peeked misery for the current to be turned on part
an estate of 10,000 mere..
superior to the lamp ordinarily used their way Col of the shells'. instead ely about half the time. More than %slued at
$1,000,000, In the Clerof
regulated
warming
with
exunder
•
beoau,e,it can be
real hen mother's fano busineaa man in Chicago ha' rwoot district.
Ohio, according to a
wittge,
actness and, there is no odor, no sue,
they are put into a brooder- hatched out ehlekens In his Office with
message received today from Washkw soot.
the old -lamp method arP1 will be glad ngton. D. C.
There are three Breama
lheregila
nalf4.°
oodveared
nd d p
riln
aky-yfa
orrd them to to learn of tlie electric hen
Grow Up hi (Aso. Play Yard.
roe brothers here --J. W.
Bcaaelton,*
grow
strong
on.
and
where
a
temperIt will also be available for laborEgg
,Sr,. ',incept' in the incubator
tanker; H.
Braseiton, a physil
putt of 1h,, hen, any number up to ature of Mr degrees is maintained the atory UM In schools.--- Olicago Tri- Ian, and ft. f... Brasekon,
a farmer.
twelve' dozen being timed. A special- first wek. then lesaened to SC degrees bune.
Oman* militia-awl will also receive a
finally
until
the
is
artificial
disbeat
the
In
placed
ly reustrueted plug la
share In the estate.
waabington,
lighting fixture and the incubator Is pensed avi,b.
TO /MT W ASHINGTON% ENTATIK having no children,
left tho Ohio esforgot r en until the batelting - time
Electrieity Neale Incubator.
tate to his nephew, General
Nathaniel
Eleotricity for heating Incubators linuiettne Pond, of Teams, Among Greene,
comes
In the aselatinte, provided
and his as, Hannah
theletertric corm*la stragable isroo- I. asserted to be meet Iteoeemical. A
Heirs of Met -Preiddrist.
Greene, Jaime BrigirZ.
Vend1% -four hour"( a
ncldsd regulating aparatus terse of the curfather ,of the Texasabiorrled the heat is AS
ette when the taintleratuTO noes,
1.011
Masao
Weatherford. Tog, Job 111.--41to
(traitor,
with .cl.ntI$e
declared a .tztSsa'ea.dlo-DOw.V geeseleon family, of this city,
sad the lit
belie
a
i,irnio• enough heat to h
Ks weft progress toward m
of George Washiagton, Seat president
Mesalista-16e a wed,.
•
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UK INTEREST

For Men and Young Men in all the
Popular Shades and patterns-Blues,
Blacks, Grays and Browns.
$12.50 Suits cut to
$ 6.88
20 00 Suit. cut to
11.88
27.50 Suits cut to
16.88
30.00 Suits cut to
18.88
-

e

.•
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